Girls can create the trendiest hairstyles just like a real stylist. Add colourful hair extensions, plait, bead, twist & clip by using the accessories to create the hottest new looks.

With growing hair tress and lots of wear and share accessories it’s a Girls World!

Let’s get started
After removing the styling head from packaging, remove all clear elastic hair bands from doll’s hair, then comb through.

Clips!

Make a Braid
**Bead**
Thread beads onto the applicator.

1. Take a small amount of hair and brush carefully.
2. Thread the hair between the wires on the applicator.
3. Hold the beads and pull the applicator, pulling the hair through the beads. Hold the end bead to stop them falling off.
4. Add a V-Clip to the end bead, put the stopper triangle tip up and push up into the base of the bead.

**Growing hair**

1. Pull the cord through the pink heart button to make a big loop.
2. Wind the loop around the retaining knob one or more times depending on the desired length of hair required.
3. Tighten the cord by pushing up the heart button.

There are scrunchies, bands and a hair extension to complete the look, use the images on the box as a guide.

**DO NOT WASH OR BLOW DRY THE DOLL’S HAIR, OTHERWISE PERMANENT DAMAGE TO THE HAIR MAY OCCUR.**

**WARNING! Not suitable for children under 36 months. Choking hazard - small parts.**
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To see more of our range why not visit www.johnadams.co.uk